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Abstract— With the advancement of pervasive computing, sensors technology and the wide deployment of wireless communication, there is an increasing demand for the context aware computing application. Contextual presentation is an emerging technique that has huge commercial possibilities. The theory behind the applications is complex and this make the implementation non trivial. Although some good applications/devices have been built no general solutions are available. There is no programming language or scripting language available to find solutions to context based problems. In this direction we are developing a generic context compiler and generic context programming language using which one can write and execute programs to develop any context aware applications. In this paper we are presenting the design and implementation of context program compiler for developing context aware applications in pervasive computing environment.

Index Terms— ubiquitous environment, Context script, pervasive, compiler, bnf.

I. INTRODUCTION

The context awareness is one of the most important technologies in pervasive computing, which can facilitate information acquisition and execution by supporting interoperability between user, sensor and devices based on user’s context. The proposed Context Program Compiler (CPC) facilitates to write context script to establish context association between user, sensors and devices. One can write any script to describe the three aspects of context like (1) where you are; (2) who you are with; and (3) what resources are nearby by configuring sensors, devices, user and associating set of rules among them. The context program written in context programming language (CPL) based on specific grammar have features like sensors initialization, device configuration, user profile configuration, rules association, and conflict resolution which are essential procedures for context aware applications. The CPL is very near to English and is inspired from the context script language (CSL) designed by Yongki Kim and Jaewoo Chang [1, 2]. It is object based programming language. When the context program is executed we get a series of actions (interactive as well as non interactive) to provide a necessary context services for user based on his/her context. The Compiler has been tested for simulated input and output.

In section 2 we are describing the related work. Section 3 gives the complete description of the proposed architectural design of the context program compiler. Section 4 describes the different aspects of compiler like BNF rules of a context program language, tokens, syntax and features of the language. Section 5 discusses the implementation and validation of the compiler and language with example. Section 6 concludes with feature work possibilities.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In this section, we introduce some related work on context-aware computing applications and framework [3]. RCSM - Arizona State Univ. Presented Reconfigurable Context-Sensitive Middleware (RCSM) which made use of the contextual data of a device and its surrounding environment to initiate and manage ad-hoc communication with other devices. In addition, they provided a context definition language called CA-IDL (Context-enabled Interface Definition Language). That is, context tuples for defining context can be represented as Context tuple: <a1, ..., an, tm>. Here, n means the number of unique context data, ai means the value of the ith context data, and tm means the time for tuple creation [4].

INRIA - in France proposed a general infrastructure based on contextual objects to design adaptive distributed information systems in order to keep the level of the delivered service despite environmental variations. The contextual objects (COs) are mainly motivated by the inadequacy of current paradigms for context-aware systems. The use of COs does not complicate a lot of development of an application, which may be developed as a collection of COs. The COs are defined as CO (id) : <Variant Vx Attribute Ai: value, Attribute Aj: value, ...> [5].

COP - Context Oriented Programming (COP) enriches programming languages and execution environments with features to explicitly represent context-dependent behavioural variations [6].

CRL - Context Request Language (CRL) provides a solution for an intelligent technique to context sensing. This language...
allows applications to specify inferences for monitoring contextual information. The use of predicate calculus in this language definition enables users to utilize context aggregation and precise control over contextual information. CRL forms an integral part of our new Web Service architecture, CRL framework, which supports dynamic reflective reconfiguration, asynchronous communication, and predefinition of context composition through CRL-rule definitions [7].

**COPAL** - is a runtime context provisioning middleware that, via a loosely-coupled and composable architecture, ensures context information from wireless sensor networks and other sources can be processed for the needs of context-aware applications. COPAL-ML[8] is a macro language that extends Java programming language and is tailored for the application development using COPAL. Its main task is to reduce development efforts, hide the inherent complexity of COPAL API, and separate concerns of context-aware application from underlining wireless sensor network.

**CSL** – A scripting language where in the user has to use predefine set of script commands to create a context script. The context script is made up of different components like context objects, context definition and destruction followed by context instance activation and deactivation [1, 2]. The proposed system is a framework for design and executing a context programs. Here the user has to write a program to establish an association among sensors, devices and users profile. One can configure sensors and devices, can write a code for resolving conflict among users, devices and sensors.

### A.1 General Structure of a Context Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ContextBegin C1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context Actors/Entities declaration;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Statement1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Statement2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Statement n;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ContextEnd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig2 gives the structure of Context Program. It is divided into different sections like a. ContextBegin and ContextEnd b. Context Actor declaration and c. Context Rules or Association .ContextBegin is the statement from where the execution of the context starts which is followed by the context identifier that is the name of the context and it ends with the statement ContextEnd. User can declare context actors like sensor and devices at the beginning and use those entities for establishing context association with user. Context statements are used to describe the situation through establishing context association among sensor, device and user for given context. CPL has five fundamental context tokens.

**Context Tokens:** Context identifiers, Keywords, Operators, Separators, Constants.

**Context Operators:** 
- "\(>\)" | "\(<\)" | "\(\geq\)" | "\(\leq\)" | "\(==\)" | "\(!=\)"

**Separators:** BlankSpace “(comma),(Semicolon).”

**Context Identifiers:** It is a sequence of letters. Upper and lower case letters are different. It may have any length

**Context Keywords:** Table1 gives a list of identifiers which are reserved for use as keywords and may not be used otherwise:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Table 1:</strong> Context Keywords.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Instances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

III. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

**Context** is [9] any information that can be used to characterize the situation of any entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves. The overall architecture of the proposed context programming environment for realizing various context aware applications is divided into three components such as editor, compiler and action.

Fig1 shows the architecture of the proposed system; here actors include person, location, devices, environment, etc. Based on the initial and required state of actors a context program which uses the context program language is written in the editor and is compiled. After compilation based on context of actor as specified in the program appropriate action will be generated as the output.

**A. Context Programming language**

In order to develop a variety of context-aware applications in an effective manner under our proposed architecture, a context program language is required to describe both various decisions on context-awareness and appropriate procedures according to the decision. Thus, here we introduce a new Context Program Language (CPL) using standard BNF rules. CPL represents a given context as a standard syntax in a clear and precise manner as well as can provide users with functions to describe a variety of contexts with a general purpose.

---
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**Fig. 1** Architectural design of proposed system.
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mechanically construct a parser for a language given a BNF theory around these kinds of grammars, and one can actually BNF is so unambiguous that there is a lot of mathematical the grammar of a language, so that there is no disagreement between upper and lower case alphabets.

It uses characters and strings. It is an object based structured language.

The CPL is a case sensitive which differentiates between upper and lower case alphabets.

Entity types include device and sensor.

Specified format – some keywords such as time, temp have predefined format. User should specify the values for those variables in that format only.

External Files has to be included as a part of header files.

Comments are not supported.

Space is a counting factor.

IV. BNF GRAMMAR FOR CPL

Backus-Naur notation (more commonly known as BNF or Backus-Naur Form) is a formal mathematical way to describe a language, which was developed by John Backus (and possibly Peter Naur as well) to describe the syntax of the Algol 60 programming language. It is used to formally define the grammar of a language, so that there is no disagreement or ambiguity as to what is allowed and what is not. In fact, BNF is so unambiguous that there is a lot of mathematical theory around these kinds of grammars, and one can actually mechanically construct a parser for a language given a BNF grammar for it.

A.BNF Rules of a Context Program Language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Mood</td>
<td>relax, cheerful, depressing, exciting, disturbing, comforting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Activities</td>
<td>sleeping, walking, reading, bathing, running, eating, sitting, resting, talking, playing, entering, exiting, reading, exercise, sitting, driving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Age</td>
<td>old, youth, young, child, adult</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>male, female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>father, mother, son, daughter, grand father, grand mother, aunt, uncle, chairman, teacher, student, manager, president, prime minister, principal, hod, celebrity, singer, dancer, sports person, hostile, tourist, passenger, driver, conductor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connector</td>
<td>is, and, or, on, are, ----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>action, switch, on, off, set, get, ----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>contextBegin, contextEnd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td>if, while, for, when</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Language Features

- It is an object based structured language.
- It uses statements and expressions.
- It uses conditional statements to control the flow of execution.
- The CPL is a case sensitive which differentiates between upper and lower case alphabets.
- Uses characters and strings.
- Entity types include device and sensor.
- Specified format – some keywords such as time, temp have predefined format. User should specify the values for those variables in that format only.
- External Files has to be included as a part of header files.
- Comments are not supported.
- Space is a counting factor.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION

In the preceding sections we motivated and described the design of Compiler. Although its iterative design was guided by our findings from our formative study, we still need to determine how usable it is and whether it supports the conceptual models we discovered. We validated the compiler by answering the following questions:

- Can programmer use the compiler and accurately build context aware rules or associations?
- Can programmer use the compiler and accurately build solutions to context based problems?
- Does the Compiler support to express the conflict resolution among users, devices and sensors.

We address the above questions through programming more than 100 scenarios. Following are some of illustrations.

**Procedure:** Program writing has two sections 1. Declaration 2. Context Association.
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1. Declaration: Here the Context Actors like sensors, devices and users has to be declared.
   ex1: sensor location, activity, mood, username-----;
   This declarative statement initializes the sensors for capturing.
   location – returns tokens like BedRoom, LivingRoom ,etc
   username- returns will returns the value of user.name.
   ex2: device AC, TV,FAN,DOOR -----;
   This declarative statement initializes the devices in active mode which can be further used for context association.

2. Context Association: Here the association or relationship between sensor and devices has to be established in order to provide the context aware services for user based on her context.
   ex1: while (location is livingroom and username is rahul)
       switch on TV[channel,12];
   ex2: if (location is bathroom and time is morning and user is
       anyuser) switch on Heater [temp, high];

Context Program Examples:

Example 1: Consider a scenario “whenever user enters into
   bath room (where in Heater is situated) at a time 5:00 am, if
   the temperature is low then the heater has to get switched on
   “. For this scenario context program is as follows:

ContextBegin HeaterOn
{ sensor location,time,temp,username ;
  device heater ,tublelight;
  if (((location is bathroom) and( username is
      Thyagu) and (time is earlymorning) and
      (temp <= low )
  )
      action = switch on heater[temp, high] ;
  action = switch on Lamp[Bright, Dim] ;
  } ContextEnd

Example 2: Consider a scenario “user enters into the reading
   room during early morning say in between 5.00am to
   7.00am.Table Lamp has to be switched on.

ContextBegin TableLamp
  { sensor location ,time ,username;
    device TableLamp ;
    if (((location is readingroom) and (time is
      earlymorning) and (username is xyz))
    )
    action = switch on TableLamp[Bright,High];
  }

Ex3: In the morning secretary comes to the office .When she
   enters the room, the light is turned on and the curtain is
   opened .The music player plays the secretary’s favorite song.
   After that professor arrives .Because the priority of professor
   is higher than that of secretary the music is changed to
   professors favorite .When a student enters the office and sits
   down on the chair in front of professor’s desk, knowing that
   professor is having a meeting with his students , the music
   will be switched off .”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Context Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| If I’m in the living room after 10pm, dim the living room lights. | Context Begin C1
{ sensor time, location
  livingRoom,username;
  device Lights,
  if(time>=10pm )
  { action = switch on
    Lights[Brightness,Dim] in
    LivingRoom; 
  } |
| When I walk into the kitchen and turn on the stove turn on the television with the volume low. | ContextBegin C2
{ sensor location , useractivity,
  username;
  device TV;
  if(username isI ) AND( location is
  Kitchen) AND( Activity is Cooking)
  { action = switch on
    TV[volume,low];
  } |
| If any one is sleeping at noon turn on his/her alarm clock | ContextBegin C3
{ sensor time,username,useractivity ;
  device AlarmClock;
  While(time ==noon)AND
  (username is I)AND(useractivity is
  Sleeping))
  { switch on
    AlarmClock[Alarm,ON];
  } |
| If I’m sleeping turn the stereo off. | ContextBegin C4
{ sensor username,useractivity;
  device stereo;
  When(username is
  J)AND(useractivity is Sleeping))
  { action = stereo[status, off];
  } |
If humidity is higher than 80 percent and temperature is higher than 28 degrees, turn on the air conditioner with 25 degrees of temperature setting.

ContextBegin C5
{ sensor humidity, attempt ;
 device AC ;
 if((humidity>80%) AND(attempt>28))
 action = switch on Ac[temp,25];
} ContextEnd

User Interface: The compiler for the proposed system is implemented using Java Software Development Kit, Eclipse and Linux Platform (Fedora version 14). The Compiler has been implemented making use of propositional logic and fuzzy logic algorithms in addition to the lex and yacc program [10]. Fig 3 shows the program editor interface wherein the user can write the context program using the CPL. Like any other editor our context program editor contains all the basic functions of creating, opening, adding users and their profiles, closing, saving the context file and Edit menu which contains cut, copy, paste functions. Here the editor is provided with Build function which is used to debug and check for errors in a context script and a Run function to run the application and generate the corresponding actions as an output of context script. In case of incorrect code errors are reported to the user.

Fig 4 shows a snapshot of the compiler throwing context error whenever the programmer attempts to declare abc as a device. Since abc is not a keyword or the name of any device the compiler fails to recognize the string.

VI. CONCLUSION

The Compiler designed successfully implemented many context aware applications which were based on simple if then and while rules. Whenever the complexity of context aware applications increases complexity of context programming also increases. As a future work the compiler and grammar has to be refined further to execute more complex context aware applications which encounters conflict among device, sensor and users, more libraries has to be included to make programming easier.
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